Komking Paint by Numbers for Adults, DIY Painting Paint by Numbers
Kits on Canvas Without Frame, Colorful Balloon 16x20inch
Review-2021

Product Features: Komking Paint by numbers for adults on canvas frameless 16x20inch, colorful
balloon diy painting by numbers kit.
How to Do: You need match the numbers of the paint and the figures on the canvas to fill in the
paint. Finish one by one with full achievements.
Easy to Paint: Easy to follow the detailed instructions. Perfect for adults and kids who is beginner
level with patience. It will turned out to be great stunning painting anyone can do.
Wide Aplication: Up paint by number kit is perfect for home decoration, best gift choice for your
friends or family for Christamas, Thanksgiving, Birthday, Mother's Day....
Giftbox Package Includes: 1 pcs pre-printed textured art canvas (without framed), 1 set acrylic
paints, 1 set paintbrushes(include 3pcs). Comes with exquisite gift package, just start your fun
journey now!Brighten Your Color World and Enjoy Fun in Your Own Ways!
We Komking brand always care about every art hobbyist's satisfying and experience,
provide high quality products that make art more easire and fun.
Update dozens of new themes for your every taste and occassion.
Allow anyone to creat stunning masterpieces in own ways! Enhance the interaction between
parents, kids and friends,
enjoy the relax and fun project regardless any age!
Acrylic Paint & Useful Paintbrush
Komking provide high quality and enough acrylic paint with vibrant colors, no need to mix or blend,
effortless to paint with big fun! 3 Useful size paintbrush can be applied for differnt area in the
pre-printed canvas, let your picture looks more real!
Perfect for All Skill Beginner
You DO NOT have to be a trained professional artist to enjoy the joyful that come with painting!
DO NOT require previous painting skillls or experience, open yourself to a whole wonderful world
of enjoyment and achievement that will add beautiful art factor to your life.
Ideal Art Craft Gift Choice
Paint by Number is now very popular gift choice for kids, friends, families, lover on Christmas, New
Year, ThanksGiving Day, Mother's Day, Birthday.... Notice: This picture is ONLY for gift factor, not
the true package of our product.
Paint by Number Kits for Kids
Komking provide high quality and enough acrylic paint with vibrant colors, no need to mix or blend,
effortless to paint with big fun! 3 Useful size paintbrush can be applied for differnt area in the
pre-printed canvas, let your picture looks more real!
DIY Paint by Numbers for Adults
You will addicted to enjoying this entertainments, FORGET ALL troubles, pains, stress, feel more
relax and joyful.
Great Entertainment for the Old
Let your parents retired life more colorful and fun, spend leisure time with more spirit fulfillment!
Home Decor for Study
Great Display for Corridor
Beautiful Decor for Bedroom
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